96 chevy 1500 fuel pump

The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Works great,
looks good, and easy install. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. These parts worked on my
neighbor's car, thanks. Works perfectly on my ci. Looks great hope it works the same,I'm sure it
will. Works good. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Skip to main content.
Mechanical Fuel Pump Holley 4. About this product. Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new:
Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Fuel Pressure Regulator Not Required. See all 30
brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers Brand.
Package Weight Show More Show Less. New New. See all 30 - All listings for this product.
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Holley Avenger Works great, looks
good, and easy install. Mechanical fuel pump Works perfectly on my ci. Good Pump. Best
Selling in Fuel Pumps. Save on Fuel Pumps Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days.
You may also like. Holley Car and Truck Fuel Pumps. Fuel Pumps for Honda Accord. It sounds
like a fuel pressure issue. The pump maybe pumping but it might not be putting out enough
pressure for your efi system. I believe that truck runs at about 40 psi at the fuel rail. If you hear it
it's not a fuse or relay. Black cap on aluminum fuel line. The best thing would be to buy or rent a
fuel pressure test gauge as it would thread onto this port. If not I've used good safety glasses a
rag and a screwdriver to check for pressure. Be careful if the pump is good there will be 40 psi.
With the motor off check the pressure, start it and let it run until it dies then check the pressure
and shut the key off. If it bleeds off quickley and doesn't spray your fuel pump is most likely
shot. But because the pump is in a horrible spot check the regulator easiest way is to pinch the
return line and start the truck if it doesn't die the reg must be replaced. If you have fuel pressure
after the above tests pull a spark plug and check for spark. If you don't have spark check the
cam position sensor in the distributor. If you have spark with no pressure it is the pump.
Halfway through GMC switched to a new fuel pump style. The older model has steel lines
coming off of the top of the pump to the frame rail and then connects to the frame steel lines
with short hoses, you'll need line wrenches and the ability to curse. The newer style has plastic
tubes from the plastic pump casing and uses those quick connect fuel fittings and you'll need
the disconnect tool. The vin should get you the right part. My brother learned there was two
different pumps for the 98 the hard way, haha The tank is horrible to pull and you will need help
or if it's a beater the last parts truck that we got some one just cut a hole in the box to do it!!!
Have fun. My was doing the same thing.. Was running fine and then turned off as if the ignition
was turned of. Would restart after sitting over night and then die again. Fuel pump running, fuel
relay good, fuel pressure correct, Problem ended up being no spark. Electronic spark control
module went bad and shorted out distributor cap. Replaced both and no more problems. Tara
answered 5 years ago. Having same issue. Ive changed my fuel relay switch, ignition coil,
ignition switch, and crankshaft position sensor.. Still no fire. I'm so confused and stumped.
Distributor is good, fuel pump good, and its got gas. I am having the same problem on my
chevy tahoe and I have replaced the fuel pump and fuel filter. Can some one please tell me what
is going on. It sounds like it is out of gas but i have put gas in it and drove maybe 10 miles and
last night it stopped. Last time I put gas in it was Friday and that was about 8 gallons. Niecy
answered 5 years ago. Shawnender answered 5 years ago. Very similar problem I was driving
my 95 yukon gt and I went to back up after driving for awhile and it cut off as if I had lost power.
The trucks lights were still on but the truck wouldn't crank I have no power to my electric fans
and im not sure the fuel pump is running either.. There is no click as if the starter is bad I've
even checked the starter checked the battery checked the alternator and there all fine i talked to
a guy a few days ago he said it could be a fuse and I've checked all my fuses and none of them
were bad and still nothing.. I have a feeling it maybe a neutral safety switch but I maybe wrong
there.. Is there any idea on what might be wrong? South3rnQu33n answered 5 years ago. My
truck is doing same as it was last year before we put it in shop , spent over thousand dollars to
fix, We changed every thing from distributor, rotor cap, ignition coil, fuel pump , filter, plugs
then n now icv n plugs, transmission seals , oil seals ,n plugs. MikeMike35 answered 5 years
ago. Sounds like the EGR valve is clogged had same issue on my 93 gmc. Replaced fuel pump
etc.. Was pissed when I finally replaced EGR valve and it ran like a beast again. Noe answered 5
years ago. Its not egr valve im having same problem and replaced egr and its still doing it.
Dstraughen answered 5 years ago. Has anyone gotten this fixed yet? I have a Yukon Denali,
stopped running going down the road, acted like it ran out of gas. Added gas, didn't help.
Changed the Crank Position Sensor, didn't help. Changed the Spark Plugs, didn't help. No spark
at the plugs, no spark out of the coil, changed the coil, didn't help. Put a meter on the wires on

the coil and I have 12v when the key is on but drops to 8v when in the start position. I have 11v
coming out of the coil with the key on and 8v when set to start. All fuses have been checked and
cleared as good, new fuel pump 3 months a go. Yesterday i was driving my 99 gmc savanna van
and it turn off on me so i was thinking it was my battery so i replace it and it still will not start so
i thought it was my fill pump so i replaced it and it still will not start so we put it on the scanner
and it said it was my crack shaft sensor so i repalace it and it still will not start do anyone know
want it can be please help. See my above post. ICM seems to be the culprit most of the time.
And it's super easy to test and change out. The ICM fits different models so the chance of
trading one out of a running vehicle is also very easy. Also the ICM is linked to the crankshaft
sensor so that's why it would give you that code. My 99 Yukon has done this more than once.
Driving along and suddenly everything is OFF. I found the battery side mount terminal
connection had loosened up enough to interrupt the circuit and shut down the engine. Moved it
until it was tight again and bingo,, the truck started right back up. Its pretty scary when you lose
power steering , and brakes etc.. The battery terminal connections are notorious for loosening.
Buy one of those ratchet wrenches designed just for those battery terminal nuts and keep in in
your glove box. Im telling you guys its not a fuel issue.. Shane answered 5 years ago. Well mine
was a loose battery connection that just shut down the vehicle completely while driving. I got
out.. If your fuel pump is shot you won't hear it start up when you turn on the key. A relay under
the hood for the pump could be bad also.. If it does not, try replacing it. If your engine won't
even turn over it is NOT the fuel pump. Its electrical issues on the battery connection or the
starter connection. Could also be a spark issue ,, check the main distributor wire to see if it is
arcing. Have someone turn it over and listen for a clicking spark or look for the arcing on the
wire that goes from the coil to the distributor. Not 8. Bad battery or loose wires somewhere.. Hi i
can really used some help i have a chevy blazer and my fuel pump is giving me trouble.. So any
help or ideas would be great! Thank You! Lalamia answered 5 years ago. Hughie answered 5
years ago. I just bought a 91 sonoma.. I bought it and right away put a brand new alternater on it
and jumped it off my dads truck. It was running great. No misses. Thn it stalled! I put 4 more
gallons of gas in it and it wouldn't fire back up.. Only for a minute! I really don't even think I hear
the pump kicking in. Could someone please tell me what you think. Any opinions? Dw answered
4 years ago. I was driving k it just shutdown no warning now won't start I have changed fuel
pump relay cam sensor Crack sensor icm distributer throttle position sensor changed pump
also run new grounds changed pcm I'm pulling my hair out any ideas?? John answered 4 years
ago. I have a Gmc Yukon denali 5. Can it be the Trimming that makes it not spark?? Or can it be
the Computer? It's a loose timing chain in the manifold plate. Vinnythegreat answered 4 years
ago. Got a Chevy silvardo no warning just started sputtering then shut off changed fuel filter
alternator won't hole idle turns back on immediately mash gas it starts sputtering again charge
battery it's fine battery goes low it starts again rough idling help please. I changed every Freakin
sensor on it. Last ditch effort before the fuel pump was going to be the Cam Position sensor. I
removed my distributor cap to find a fried rotor. I changed the cap and rotor, runs like a scalded
ape now. It all could have been avoided if I checked my rotor. I never suspected it I have a 98 Inc
Sonoma,can't hear the fuel pump. Hemirado answered 4 years ago. I have a 98 Silverado that's
straight piped, no cats or mufflers. It's been that way since August. It's only happened twice so
far but when I hit the gas the truck would go fine and then it would stop getting power but I'd
still be on the gas. When I pull over and just cuts off and when I try to crank it up, it would turn
on for a few seconds and then cut off again. Is the problem that I have no cats or maybe
something to do with fuel pump or sparks?! Brandon answered 4 years ago. I have kind of the
same problem I have a Note 2 6 inch lifted Tahoe it had a stock exhaust and I took the muffler
off put a Cherry Bomb muffler on it but I don't think that's my issue after running it for a little bit
I can put it pedal to the metal and it spits and sputters sometimes it will even cut off I change
filter for fuel and that didn't work but I can get in it when it's kind of cold and put it to the floor
and it's just fine does Chevy have a weak fuel pumps? And I can put it in neutral and put it to
the floor and she's got full power so if anybody knows please help. Danknad answered 4 years
ago. Check your distributor cap same problem driving down the road truck died. My wires to my
cap were corroded. Put new wires on runs fine. Kevin answered 4 years ago. Came up with a
crank shaft sensor code. Replaced that and now the truck went from just cranking over with no
sign of starting to cranking over a few cranks then sounds like it wants to start but never does
just stumbles over its self. Any suggestions will help. Hey Kevin, sounds exactly what
happened to me here's a page to a quick diagnostic test here is a page everyone on this thread
needs to keep on file. Eismon answered 4 years ago. I have a 95 Chevrolet Blazer with the
vortex engine fuel injection it'll run for minutes and then it'll just want to shut down on me and
then I don't want to start back up I'm done check the fuel pump fuel pumps good how to change
the air flow controller have changed the map sensor and still want to keep running for about 15

minutes and then shut down and then I don't want to start and then when it does I will there's a
popping in the motor is that the fuel injectors. Dennis answered 4 years ago. I am a mechanic
like dog is a cat, but This happened to me after work today. It shuttered and died and wouldn't
start back up. It is the ignition module right by the coil. The fuel pump worked fine. Took the coil
wire off and cranked the truck over no spark. Took the ignition module to oreily's to get it tested
and it was bad. I hope this helps. Cm answered 4 years ago. I was having same issue.. Justin
answered 4 years ago. Tony answered 4 years ago. Isom answered 3 years ago. Ro answered 3
years ago. Anybody noticed any issues with fuel delivery with replacement fuel pump with
external strainer? Fuel pump works but inconsistent fuel delivery which causes a "no start"
issue. External strainer sits on bottom of tank which could cause fuel delivery issue. Switched
to fuel pump with internal strainer and never had any issues since. Tiff answered 3 years ago. I
have a 99 oldsmobile vracada was going 70 and it died webt to restart sounded regular but like
it had no gas. Poored gas into carborator or whatwver still would not start. Still sounded like
was crankibg fine then new battery died so its on highway while me and my baby walked to
closest hotel ive had no problems till now plz help. I just broke down on tbe side of the hwy 5
hours from the house. I got it towed to a mechanic a few days ago and it started up for him and
he didnt have any issues. After messing with it on the side of the road I noticed when the engine
started to cut off i pushed down on the fuel pump relay and it immediately corrected the engine
malfunction. I did it few times after that to see if it was a coincidence and that was the issue. I
put paper towel in the fuse box to push down on the relay. Oldsmobile answered 3 years ago.
Taylor answered 3 years ago. I have same problem on my 99 Tahoe 4wd. I can hear pump, fuse
is good, checked the line to see if it's getting gas to engine and it was. It'll crank and run for
about 30 secs and die. Gigolo1 answered 3 years ago. Brent answered 3 years ago. Reactor
answered 3 years ago. My truck stalled on me while driving its a 90 chevy c with the 5. I had
replaced the fuel pump and relay not to long ago.. It would crank but wouldnt start.. The issue it
had it was that the injector cables had worn out and created a short.. Once those were replaced
it hasnt stalled anymore. Cody answered 2 years ago. It started about a month ago, went to
leave the house backed out put in drive and it just shut off. Changed the fuel pump, still nothing
cranks but wont start, changed fuel pump relay, nothing Ran for a day then did the same thing
going down the road it just shut off. Let it sit a couple days went and tried to fire it up and it did
start, ran for a month. Then it does it again going down the road just shuts off outta nowhere.
After googling and reading changed the ICM still nothing. Changed the distributor cap and rotor
button still nothing if anyone could help that would be great. Jason answered 2 years ago. Well,
here's one for you. Truck runs great, however, periodically will shut down while driving at
higher speeds with AC on. Turn AC back on, run no more than 30 minutes, shut down. I think
something may be heating up and killing it with the AC on, but haven't found a connection
anywhere. Any ideas? Scotts answered 2 years ago. I have a Chevy express having same
problem I turn the AC on and it blows the Distributor cap did it to me 3 times already Van will
just shut down as long as I do not turn the AC on runs fine turn the AC on it blows the
distributor cap I change it and it runs fine again I am thinking it might be a badd compressor
pump pullin too much amps. Intruder answered 2 years ago. Has everyone checked their
grounds? One on frame near gas tank and filler neck. Main ground for fuel pump harness. Main
engine ground on driver side of block below exhaust manifold. One right below driver door on
frame. One on front of engine cross member. Then two on firewall above left of brake booster. I
was having a lot of the problems being discussed on this thread. When checking all these
ground locations on my 02 Silverado, I found that most connections had rust or factory paint
beneath them. A new fuel filter. A clean mass air. And good bit of ground cleaning I had my old
truck back. Good luck to all. Bryston answered 2 years ago. I have the same problem with my 92
chevy 5. I have changed the throttle position sensor still doing the same thing it also got a new
distributor cap all new wires and spark plugs. If the fuel pump or any other fuel related
problems went out will it make the truck just quit or would it sputter and then die like it ran out
of gas. It also has brand new alternator and battery. GuruL49N2 answered about a year ago. It
starts and I have to keep my foot on the gas for it to run,and when I get my get my foot off the
gas it shuts down and floods out. Why this truck won't idle and run by self. GuruTPN answered
about a year ago. I'm thinking adding some blinker fluid on right side only will fix tbe problem!
I've been a mental bowl of spaghetti reading all the fixs that work for everyone trying to keep
up! Sounds like need to check every thing! The oil pressure sensor will have your tea pot
winking at idle after warm. Good luck folks! GuruPZV2R answered about a year ago. It is the
Map sensor not allowing it to get enough gas by pulsing the injectors it'll pulse to injectors a
little but not enough to keep it running. The quickest solution I have is just to unplug it and the
truck will run fine. I scratched my head over a truck for 3 days before I finally figured it out and it
was by chance. I just unplugged the map sensor and it fired right up and stayed running. Before

it would start and idle for a minute and then die, and it was starving for fuel, but the injectors
were pulsing. Flung answered 7 months ago. Keep in mind on some of these chevy trucks, vans
, from 96 to The BCM is a sneaky devil located under the dash it will shut you down while
driving and you will throw money at it and it still wont run after a good drive wait 6 to 10 hours
and it will start right up like nothing was wrong mine caught me three times on the highway
BCM means Body Control Module. AmyLCGQ answered 6 months ago. I have a problem with
my Chevrolet Z71 it starts then dies, I took the fuel lines from the fuel pump off to the engine it
ran then died, I then put that back on took the fuel line off from the tank to the pump it ran out
and ran so and died?? So what's the problem?? Flung answered 5 months ago. GuruKX3
answered 4 months ago. My chevy Express van will do just fine for about 15 to 20 minutes, then
it will jump out of OD into third. Then I can pull up to a traffic light, when i get the green light
and accelerate it will skip and sputter and if i ease off the accelerator it will stop skipping and
sputtering but if i give it gas it will spit and sputter. If i put it in neutral, shut it off, start it back
up, it will run fine for a little while. Flung answered 3 months ago. Please check fuel pressure
lbs replace fuel filter first then go after the pump in tank next if you have the cool off and start
up issue means you run the truck for a while then it just dies cools off starts up like nothing is
wrong then its your Crank sensor. GM crank sensors do this sometimes with not throwing a
code or check engine light. It also seems like when I hit the gas sometimes it is a little bit of a
delayed reaction or jerky. Spark plug? Fuel pump? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. There is
fuel in the gas tank and, I c Truck suddenly stops running, acting like it's out of fuel. There is
fuel in the gas tank and, I can hear the fuel pump when I turn the ignition on. Is there a fuse, or
relay that is maybe causing this to happen? Everything seems to be working the right way, it
just won't run. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
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For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only.
Vehicle Original Design. Durable Chrome Construction. Extend to the corners of your vehicle,
rear end protection. Color:Chrome and Black. Placement on Vehicle:Rear. Aftermarket
replacement for GM , Step Bumper. Reinforcement Bar. Black Pad s , Bolt Kit. License Plate
Lights. Orders processed within 24 hours of payment verification. The images shown are not
the actual item and are for your reference only. Package Service. If you have not received your
shipment within 15 days from payment , please contact us. We will track the shipment and get
back to you as soon as possible with a reply. Our goal is customer satisfaction! You have 30
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window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
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Lighting. Truck Trailer Side Marker. Exterior Lighting. License Plate Light. Instrument Panel
Lights. Cab marker Roof Running light. Cylinder Piston Gasket Kit. Cylinder Head Gasket Sets.
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Tire Pressure Gauge. Steering Rack. Air Diesel Heater. Wiring Harness. Spark Plug Ignition
Wire. Engine Mount. Glow Plug. Air Cleaner Filter Box. Ignition distributor. Cylinder Piston Kit.
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Steering Wheel Hub. Steering Gear Box. Hydraulic Hand Brake. Festoon LED Light.
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Window Glass Hinge. Recoil Starter Pull Start. Tire Inflator Air Pump. Hood Latch Lock. ATV
Tires. Front Bumper Lip. Bug Shield. Jack Plate. Brake Line Tube Kit. Kick Start Starter Lever.
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Feedback on autodayplus from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Good price,
good product, little long in shipping time, but it all worked out. Neutral feedback. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Plastic step pad, chrome cover and steel reinforcement. New List
Item. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited May in GMC. Something
wrong happened with my truck. Engine starts without a problem but right after I change a gear
to D, 1 or 2 engine stops suddenly. Thought it couls be transmission but I'm not an expert. Any
ideas what would it be. July I purchased a 8. I am now experiencing stalling problems when
warmed up approx. Its driving me nuts any help. Torque converter control solenoid. What
happens is that the solenoid continues to engage the torque converter clutch, so when you go
from neutral to any drive or reverse gear, it is just like having the clutch released on a manual
transmission. This happen to my truck. I have the same engine but mine is a It was the crank
position sensor. Its behind the engine on the driver side and a little about the bell housing. I
guess this sensor is common to go out for this engine. Hope that helps. August Hello my 96
gmc 5. September I have been having this same problem for 4 years. It has been worse the last
couple of weeks. My battery light comes on but does not flicker. But lately it may take hours. I
am having crank switch replaced today but they really don't know if this is the cause. Did it
work for you! October Did you clean the throttle body and linkages? That may be your problem.
December I have a silverado 4x4 with a 5. It started shuttering when I was stopped and in gear ie
red light intermittently, when I put it into nuetral its stops. I changed the fuel filter, plugs and
wires, I checked for arcing. Still does it. Now this week it has stalled twice on me while driving.
There isnt a sevice engine light coming on and I used my buddies code reader Any
suggestions? That may be your problem if it is dirty and not been serviced. Some say it should
be replaced and not cleaned due to the electronics inside. I just cover the electronics and spray
it with throttle body cleaner. THe stalling in reverse could be caused by the movement of the
engine in the opposite direction due to the reverse torque combined with a loose ground cable
on the engine. Hope this helps. Does anyone know what the problem is when the truck stalls at
idle, slow speeds or turning. I have heard that new and old trucks have this problem. It doesn't
do it all the time. You didn't specify year, I assuming or newer. You might have a bad IAC valve.
Its a 4 wire valve bolted on to the throttle body. If its a mechanical problem with the spring or
pintle in the valve, it will not set a code for the IAC. If you decide to replace it. Your PCM will
have to go through the relearn. Another words, it may take up to 5 miles of driving or 15 minuts
for the idle to stop fluctuating. Good luck. My with the 8. Truck would die at idle, city driving or
at 80 mph. Never threw a service engine light or a code and would readily re start. Code
indicated crank positioning sensor. Had it replaced and so far so good. If yours behaves as
mine did it could be a while before you get a traceable code. January I own a GM Sierra 5. My
truck intermittently stalls while idiling, city speeds and at highway speeds. The idle stall has
started in the colder months I live in Canada. I can start the engine right away and it runs
perfectly until the next time it stalls. Immediately after the stall my transmission will shift hard
going from second to third gear. I have had this checked out by the dealer ship GM Goodwrench
and it is a faulty Pressure regulating valve PRV in the transmission that is faulting. However
when I turn the engine off for thirty seconds than start it, the hard shift disappeears but the
code remains. The dealership has replace the valve three times and have no idea what is
causing the stall. The relevant service history is as follows. April , Stalling ocurrred at highway
speeds first time , diagnosis was faulty PRV and repaired. Stalling contiuned intermittently after
replacement. August , Brought truck into dealership and they figured it was a weak fuel pump
and was replaced, September stalling of engine continued. Stalling continues and now more
often when idling, warm or cold. During idling the engine sputters and surges before it stalls.
The dealer ship figures that the stalling and the PRV are two seperate issues. The only code that
comes up is the faulty PRV. My local goodwrench service dealer has no idea what may be
causing the problem and I am tired of paying them not to fix the problem. Can you give me any
ideas of what may be at fault. I realize that there could be many components at fault but would
like to know where to start troubleshooting. Sorry for the long rant, more info better than none.
First I would like to commend you on the amount of information you have given about your
vehicle. Some of these post don't even include engine size. I have run into this before on a few
customers vehicles. Same issue, been to the dealer, numerous things replaced. On that vehicle
it was a faulty alternator. Yes, it was charging fine, but the AC voltage was leaking through the
regulator and confusing the PCM. Most technicians don't have the test equipment for this test.

However, with your problem I would suspect faulty grounds to the transmission and or PCM
first. Add some extra ground straps to the chassi, transmission ect. Next, if that doesn't work,
disconnect your battery. Wrap the end of the cable with tape to prevent a short. Unplug the plug
on the back of the alternator also. Reconnect the battery and run the engine and see if the
problem goes away. Of course the check engine light will come on about the alternator being
disconnected. It won't be charging so you cant run it more than minutes, but its only a test. If
this fails, reconnect everything. Borrow a scan tool from auto zone, and drive around with it
plugged into your DLC port. If the problem goes away now, there is a grounding problem with
the PCM itself. If this is the case, it is very difficult to trouble shoot. Let me know how it works
out. It turns out it was a faulty Crank Shaft Positioning Censer after changing both trucks ran
like new, extra power, better fuel mileage, etc.. February I have a 93 Silverado 5. My problem is
that the engine wants to surge at low rpm's. It idles fine and runs fine after you get it going. I
have already replaced the plugs, wires, distributor cap, ignition coil, rotor button, pcv valve, and
fuel filter. Any help would be greatly appreciated. I have a GMC Sierra 4. Truck is finally running
fine. After all the things I tried on it with no luck. I decided to try some gas treatment. I used
seafoam in my gas and still no luck. So I tried it in my oil and I probably drove it 2 miles and
suddenly the problem quit. I have not been able to recreate the problem since. Don't know if that
fixed the problem but it's gone and thats all I'm worried about. March WOW thanks a lot i had no
idea what it could be. I am a diesel mechanic so i am not so good with wires and censers crap. I
have a sierra hd that has been stalling out over the last 4 or 5 weeks. Hi diesel, Mine was the
crank sensor. It went on for about 3 years. No traceable codes. They still didn't know for sure
from the code but it hasn't stalled once since replacing the crank sensor. Sept07 to present. I
have not heard about a recall. Mine is a GMC hd with the engine. If you have any info on the
recall please let me know. Thanks, Stu. I have an 03 Silverado with the 6. When I apply full
throttle from a standing start and my speed increase passes kmh the truck acts like the fuel is
shut off and dies. I usually have to sit on the side of the road for a few minuets before the truck
will restart. No codes come up and Installed new fuel pump and filter. Does anyone have any
suggestions. I have a gmc sierra 4wd with 4. My truck stalls more frequently when turning at low
rpms but will also stall sitting at a stop. At a stop, the truck will surge before it stalls. I have
been told it could be the fuel pump but I am not sure. Any ideas? No trouble codes? Fuel
pressure is a likely cause. Hook up a pressure guage and see if the pressure drops below 55psi
during the stall. Other likely causes are an extreemly dirty throttle body, or a malfunctioning idle
air control valve. Start with checking the fuel pressure, Vortec's are very fuel pressure
sensative. Injecters will not spray fuel unless there is at least 55psi at the rail. I have a 93 chevy
silverado and the other day was idling fine then the truck just died. I had a little trouble turning it
back on. Drove fine the rest of the day. Next day drove it to work and on the corner turned off
again. No warning lights come on but if you leave it off for a couple of hours truck turns on
again but turns off when you drive it. April I have a sierra that I bought used.. After the work was
done, I noticed a hesitation in the "power band" almost like the engine was misfiring. It was very
subtle and easy to miss. It happens no other time. I also notice after the work was done the
engine runs at a lower RPM while idling, and sometimes when I am in reverse and begin to give
the engine a shot of gas it almost stall out. It did at least once. I thought at first the mechanic
may have messed up the timing so I brought it back. They even checked injection ports and
cleaned them. The problem continued, I took it to a transmission shop to see if it was a tranny
problem, again no codes, the mechanic took it for a drive and was convinced that there was
NOT a problem with the transmission or it's mechanical operation. The transmission was rebuilt
about 76,KM ago, and has only been on light duty. The transmission mechanic thought that it
might be related to the ignition. Well, I don't know when the plugs were changed last and the
truck has remote start that is no longer able to start the truck. The characteristic of the
"hesitation" has not changed and continues to happen at the exact place and time while driving
it. I am at a loss as to what is happening. I would rather not spend ton of money trying to find
the problem. Since there are no codes it is kinda hard to pinpoint. I appreciate any assistance I
can get on this matter. A lot of miles on this truck. Here is what to look for. I understand
mechanics have checked this, but maybe they over looked the obvious. Low idle than normal
may be the key to this. Check fuel pressure, and throttle body for carbon build up. IAC idle air
control valve may be malfunctioning and not setting a code pintal may be stuck in wrong
position I have run into this after manifold has been removed. Pintal spring may be coked with
sludge, impeeding correct relearn proceedure. Recommend cylinder balance test. Verify each
cylinder is contributing on its power stroke. If this vehicle was brought to me, this is where I
would start. Keep in mind that my first rule to repair is to fix the obvious first, it might be
related. I would focus on the low idle issue first. Even though timing has been checked, check it
again by someone else. Timing cannot be accurately checked or set if your idle is below specs.

Timing and idle are related. Your emission sticker under the hood will show the specs for timing
at what idle rpm. Low idle retards timing, while a higher than normal idle advances timing. I
have 03 sierra that i bought new, for the last year and a half it stalls when i come to a stop or
turning. It runs fine when it is cold. After it warms up the rpm's drop down to about and it has a
miss. It's driving me crazy!! I put new plugs and wires on it,checked the fuel pressure. It's fine. It
does not have an IAC valve they only had them up to 02,it has one big electrical unit in the side
of the throttlebody and nothing else!! Hmmm, sounds like its starving for fuel only when
warmed up. Check the output voltage signal from your upstream O2 sensors. They should be
switching back and fourth between mili volts within 1 second. If you don't know how to do this
try a propane enritchment test. Take a propane torch don't light it and give your engine some
extra fuel propane when it is warm and see if it smooths out. Just put the end of the torch into
the air intake. If it runs worse, than your problem is too much fuel. Look for vacum leaks, and
exhuast leaks, these will fool your O2's into sending a lean signal to the PCM wich inturn dumps
extra fuel in there. Too much for the engine to burn up. June I was having the problems that
some were having on here with the truck stalling at low rpm maneuvers. It wasn't the alt or
battery, I put a new fuel filter on, still nothing, finally i got some cleaners and cleaned out the
MAF sensors and the TB, by the way was loaded with carbon build up. I haven't have any luck
with finding the IAC valve though, its not bolted on the TB like most, unless it is attached,
meaning riveted on the TB, however since the cleaning it has ran fine, the test drive around the
block was a success! If anyone knows where and how to get to the IAC valve shoot me an email,
i really would like to clean that as well! It's been a great truck, but I can't duplicate this by
wiggling the blinker arm. I have to put truck in N, and usually restarts first try. I can feel the
truck hesitate or bump while changing lanes on the highway MPH if it doesn't stall completely.
No codes being stored. Did you experience this while using the blinkers? Or idle? I jump started
it, never had problems with the battery sense. Now it idles very low when I start it and when I
come to a stop, sometimes it stalls. I was told that it could be the iac valve, and then I was told
that the models doesn't have one. Any replies would Help Thanks. My truck has a 4. I have
replace ign module, coil, cap plugs ,fuel filter.. I was told by tech from the dealership that some
sensors do not read on obd2 with out service engine light coming on. November I have the
exact vehicle as you. I had the same problems as you. I believe my friend, the problem has been
solved. Try this simple, inexpensive solution. Change fuel filter. Remove the MAF housing
between the air box and the throttle body. Complete the following steps when vehicle is cold.
Completely douse hot-wires and hot-plate. Be sure to spray all sides of the MAF sensor. At
throttle body, completely douse the entire air intake. With your finger, open the throttle body
and use an old toothbrush to remove all residue build-up. Reassemble the MAF housing. After
assembly is complete, wait 5 minutes to allow cleaner to dry. Start your truck. You might
exerience an initial rough start. Reving the engine will cure this quickly. RPM'S should hold
Voltage should stay steady with no fluctuation. Truck should purr like a kitten. Let me know if
this works for you. Here is the strange part: if I unplug the MAF sensor, it runs fine. If I plug it
back in, goes right back to crap. So I thought i had found my problem and replaced the MAF
Sensor but to my surprise it did the same exact thing. It is throwing a coolant temp sensor code
so maybe that is the culprit. My question is if it is a bad coolant temp sensor, why does it run
fine when I unhook the MAF? I also tried unplugging the coolant temp sensor but it still does
the same thing if the MAF is plugged up. Hi, I am looking for advice on my truck. I went out and
cranked it for work this morning and it was a real hard start. I let it warm up and when I went
back out to leave I started having problems. Every time I got on the gas good it just cuts out and
makes that sound. I tried it again later and it didn't cut out as much only when I really got on the
gas hard it did, but first thing this morning it was doing it when I barely gave it gas. Any help is
appreciate. Did you ever find the cause? It sounds to me your truck is stalling during turns.
Check out my post 47 and follow the simple directions. Let me know how this works for you.
Sign In or Register to comment. Make Chevrolet. This truck is in excellent condition for the year,
complete new exhaust system, new air conditioning pump, new cataletic converter, automatic,
has summer and winter tires, hid away trailer hitch, power windows. This truck has a lot of miles
on it but has been adult driven and taken care of very well Will not sell parts of the truck you
must buy the truck in one piece You will need to haul it away. No warranty. I bought truck from
original owner and have carfax and photos of the day I picked it up. The body is mint with no
rust anywhere and is all original, I had truck professionally rust proofed as soon as I got it and
the truck has only seen 2 weeks of winter in its entire life. I have added N-Fab step bars,
Magnaflow stainless polished muffler and stainless tip truck is not loud it changed the tone just
enough to know theres an exhaust. I also added Husky interior floor liners, Seat covers, Also is
a painted to match fiber glass tonneau cover. Truck has factory complete tow package. It has
power drivers seat, windows , mirrors, factory radio with CD player. Everything works great on

this truck and is ready to go for a long time. I can also send a lot more photos if you contact me.
Model Silverado Only 10, miles on it. Motor has5 year warranty. Four new tires, less then 8
months of use, New radiator, new starter, Transmission starting to slip, will need attention,
other than that the truck runs great. Truck has Reese hitch, bed liner and matching shell, Truck
has normal ware and tear, some rust on the outside, Inside can seat 4 comfortably Only selling
because my wife works at the post office as a rural carrier and needs a smaller vehicle. Please
only serious inquiries only. You can call me between the hours of 8ampm. FOR A Nice clean
original example 4x4 Chevy truck. Truck has some dings and scratches but looks good for its
age. Some paint clear coat peeling and spots where it has flaked away, please keep in mind 20
years old and in no means perfect. Interior is very clean, no rips or tears in the upholstery.
Small headliner sag on the front passenger side. Undercarriage looks very good, as well as
inside engine bay. All terrain tires have good tread, a few years old. Keyless entry still works on
the truck. Power locks and windows all function properly. Nice clean old truck, keep in mind its
20 years old so by no means a new vehicle. Engine Light is on, looks like it could be low on
radiator fluid. Nice stock vehicle not molested or abused. Truck is by no means a show truck
but a looks good for its age, get in it and GO! Truck is located in Yuma, AZ Please contact me
with any questions or if you need more pics. Cab Stepside Silverado. Driven Sunshine Only.
Stored for the past 5 years.. Wiring harness lengthened. Each corner of Truck has its own 5 gal
tank with psi Compressor on demand! Qualified buyers are eligible for financing nationwide
shipping and extended warranties.. I'm selling my Chevy Silverado. It has just over , miles on
the truck, and right around , on the motor. It has the 5. The motor runs great. It's an automatic,
and the 4 wheel drive works. The transmission doesn't have reverse, second or overdrive
though so that will need to be fixed. The fuel pump was replaced a few years ago, but hasn't
been driven much since then. The AC doesn't work, but the compressor was replaced with a
new one a few years ago. It may just need a recharge. Sometimes the vents won't blow so you
have to change from defrost to front vents until it works. It has power windows, and locks.
Overall it is in really good shape cosmetically. It has some rust starting on the bed under the
trim above the wheels, and some surface rust on the top edge of the bed, as well as rust on the
rocker panels. It has some light hail damage, too. The interior is really clean. It could use some
new tires. It really is a great truck, I just want to be upfront about the issues. Feel free to e-mail
me if you have any questions. Could use TLC or drive as is. Comes with hood scoop , spoilers ,
tow package. Also comes with a like new tonneau cover! Has a crate motor with a hurst stick
shift! Motor has about 55k on it. Dose have some scratches. Comes with an alpine flip screen
stereo system! Let's make some deals! Needs a new battery and summarized Comes with
marine CB radio! Or text me Needs some work wont start in water, rings? Bring a truck or trailer
when picking up. Pretty fast as well! Had it running it water this year. This waverunner is in near
mint condition! Partial trades will be identified and valued. If interested call: It has keyed ignition
with electric start, and is shaft driven. It is in great running condition. Most of the plastics are in
great condition, rear tires are in great condition. Rare YTM with rear rack! Plastics rough with
repairs Smoke when started mostly goes away when driving. Title in hand! Everything works!
Low miles! Has a gas engine! Illinois Polaris XC Awesome looking and running sled! Has
aftermarket windscreen! Have the pipes ect Sharp fun bike! But they are same color so u turn
them around. Directions to Dealer? Box The remainder is due within 7 days of auction end. If no
contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high
bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance vehicles older than or
with more than K miles. Make sure if financing that your financial institution accepts the year
and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing prior to bidding. Buyer is
responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you wish to have it shipped using a service,
we will gladly cooperate. If you are not sure about something, please ask! Do not assume
anything not listed is included. We reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative
feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale.
Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about owning this vehicle. All
non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, and negative feedback will b
2006 dodge caravan fuel pump problems
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e posted. Fee and Tax Information: The buyer is responsible for all fee, taxes, license and
related costs for state registration. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with
the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create
Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Up for sale the 96 chevy pick up truck. I used to
have a shop but closed it down. No it is not dirty inside its very very clean i was pretty anal

about it when my employees used it and it shows still super clean. It has a lot of new parts on it.
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